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Next steps for 4 Yang Documents

• Awaiting QA reviews from RTG-DIR, OPS-DIR,
  – draft-ietf-i2rs-yang-network-topo-14 [Alex Clemm]
  – draft-ietf-i2rs-yang-l3-topology [Alex Clemm]
  – draft-ietf-i2rs-rib-data-model [Mach Chen]
  – draft-ietf-i2rs-rib-info-model [Mach Chen]

• These models are revised data store modules
  – Can go in configuration or dynamic data store.

• Status:
  – Once reviews in, we will send in publication request for all for documents.
Congratulations to WG
ADs request

• Adjust milestones and plans
What’s left in Basic work

• No ephemeral state dynamic datastore
  – Soliciting authors
Choices in list

• Work on ephemeral state
• Work on New Models – for specific deployments
• Wait for more implementations
  – Topology models are in public source
  – Some people have discussed privately about commercial or open source